


Venture forward, and anything is possible.

Our founders proved that when they first met on a surf beach on the other side of the world. While that beach 
was a small stop amid greater adventures, their friendship would forever reshape the way people take to the 
road.

Grand Trunk is in the quiet minutes between legendary days of mileage. It’s about drawing a sense of belong-
ing out of a barren wilderness. The road goes on, and our journey is just beginning. 

 

From the moment we are born, we face the road ahead. With our first steps, we chart a course that will play 
out over an entire lifetime. Our curiosity grows with every turn branching off into unseen landscapes, adven-
tures and ideas. We aren’t following a route. We’re heeding the call of the road. 

Grand Trunk hammocks and travel systems are engineered from the outside-in, born of experience. Compact, 
lightweight and astonishingly functional, the Grand Trunk shelters, hammocks and packables unfurl into 
immediate spaces that remain light and repack easily to take to the road.

So start packing. Pack the curiosity, the passion and the celebration of our common humanity. Grand Trunk 
will be there. 

Life is the adventure. Let’s hit the road.
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Grand Trunk Expands Hammock Collection in 2016 

Leading hammock manufacturer introduces limited edition, US-made hammocks and new prints

Salt Lake City, UT – (August 3, 2016) – Grand Trunk, makers of goods for the road, is proud to expand its best selling 
hammock line in 2016 with bold new prints, plus an exclusive collection of US-made hammocks and Trunk Straps. 
Hammocking is one of America’s favorite pastimes and the trend is quickly making its way into the European market as a 
simple way to experience the outdoors without giving up the comforts of home. In fact camping-related products including 
hammocks saw exponential growth in 2015, according to global information company The NPD Group . From adventure 
travelers and college students to campers and backpackers, hammocks have been around for centuries and continue to 
endure as a simple yet effective means of rest, relaxation and outdoor recreation. 

Hammocks have also become the sleep mode of choice for thru-hikers since there is often limited space at the start of 
popular trails like the Appalachian Trail or Pacific Crest Trail, and hammocks provide more flexibility and take up less 
space than pitching a tent. At 15.7-ounces (445-grams) Grand Trunk’s new ONEMADE hammocks weigh roughly four-
times less than a typical one-person backpacking tent (43-ounces / 1219 grams) and are far more comfortable than 
sleeping on the ground. 

Launched for Spring 2016, the ONEMADE™ collection is the apex of the brand’s best selling hammock line, featuring an 
exclusive MARPAT™ camo print single hammock plus four Double Hammocks designed to be the lightest, most spacious 
on the market. Each hammock in the ONEMADE collection is built with seamless panel construction and cinched with 
a continuous webbing loop that is the same industrial stitching used in seatbelts, ensuring no compromise in quality. 
Accompanied by a set of US-made Trunk Straps measuring 14-feet long, the straps are both the lightest and longest 
available for quick and easy set up virtually anywhere. 

ONEMADE™ Hammock Dimensions:
• Materials: TRUNKTECH™ nylon
• Continuous webbing loops with seatbelt stitching 
• Length: 10’6” x width: 6’6” 
• Weight: 14.1oz without carabiners / 15.7oz with aluminum wire-gate carabiners 
• Compressed size: 7” length x 4.5” wide
• MSRP: $120

ONEMADE™ MARPAT Single Hammock Dimensions:  
• Materials: 2oz taslan nylon (government issued)
• Continuous webbing loops with seatbelt stitching 
• Length: 10’ x width: 5’ 
• Weight: 14.5oz without carabiners / 16.1oz with aluminum wire-gate carabiners 
• MSRP: $99

Trunk Straps Dimensions: 
• Materials: nylon
• Length: 14’ x width:  1”
• Weight: 9.4 oz. per set 
• 27 attachment points 
• MSRP: $45



New for Fall 2016, Grand Trunk introduces five new hammock prints to its best selling line of parachute nylon double 
hammocks. Durable, packable to the size of a Nalgene bottle, and a breeze to hang anywhere, Grand Trunk’s roomy 
Parachute Nylon Double Hammocks offer a comfortable perch whether in the backyard, mountains or at the beach. Superb 
quality featuring triple stitched, mildew resistant parachute nylon and comes equipped with nautical grade carabiners 
and hanging kit. Now available in five bold new prints including Palms, Firebelly Scales, Rasta Scales, Bubblegum Scales, 
and Mossy Oak Breakup Country. 

Parachute Nylon Double Hammock Dimensions: 
• Materials: parachute nylon
• Length: 10’6” x 6’6”
• Weight: 21.6 oz. 
• Weight limit: 400 lbs. 
• MSRP: $70

For more information, please visit Grand Trunk at the 2016 Summer Outdoor Retailer Show at booth #22009 or contact 
Seth Beiden, Dawn Patrol PR, 707.477.3906, seth@dawnpatrolpr.com. 

 

NEW BUBBLE GUM NEW RASTA

NEW FIREBELLY NEW PALMS

NEW MOSSY OAK BREAKUP COUNTRY



BIGGER.
STRONGER.
MORE COMPACT.
AND MADE IN AMERICA.

We all have a curiosity about far-off places. Every journey outward eventually reaches 
its newly discovered horizon before our compass points us back to the familiar. When 
we expand our understanding of the world we inhabit, we expand our appreciation of 
the places we call ‘home.’ That’s why we created the ONEMADE™Collection; to be able 
to carry pieces of home with us into the unknown.

For generations, the strength of our country rested on the power of our factory floors; 
both the machines and the men and women who worked them. Now, we’re excited to 
see top quality hammocks and straps rolling out of American mills with the name 
Grand Trunk and the proud “Made in America” printed side by side.

Best of all, we know getting closer to the manufacturing process means making it 
here in America. The Grand Trunk ONEMADE™ journey has been a combination of 
chance, opportunity and the urge to do better. This hammock is an expression of our 
ambition to include as many people as possible with the joy of getting outside and 
staying there a while.



MARPAT CAMO HAMMOCK

Made in the U.S.A.

Inspired by our service men and women whose dedication continually motivates 
us, this hammock is as unique as their spirits. Featuring government issued 
2oz Taslan Nylon in a MARPAT (Marine Pattern) print cinched at the ends with 
continuous webbing loops featuring T70 seatbelt stitching. Whether you want 
to blend in or stand out, do so with the assurance that your hammock was 
made with pride here in the good ‘ol U. S. of A. 

Dimensions: 10’ x 5’

Weight: 16.2oz

Capacity: 400lb

MSRP: $99.99

MARPAT CAMO

SUNSET 
ORANGE

CARIBBEAN BLUE

MOSS GREEN

SUNSET ORANGE

CITRUS YELLOW

DOUBLE TRUNKTECHTM HAMMOCK 

Made in the U.S.A.

Easily packed, easily hung, and ever more easily enjoyed, this is our most 
impressive double hammock yet! Featuring unique contrast binding and our 
own TRUNKTECH™ Nylon, that’s strong, yet light, breathable and smooth, 
cinched at the ends with continous webbing loops featuring T70 seatbelt 
stitching. 

Dimensions: 10’6”’ x 6’6”

Dimensions (compressed): 7” x 4”

Weight: 15.7oz

Capacity: 400lbs

MSRP: $119.99

14er STRAPS 

Made in the U.S.A.

At 14’ and only weighing 9.4oz, these straps are the longest and lightest 
available, and with T70 seatbelt stitching they are also the strongest.  With 
27 attachments loops, and combined weight capacity of 400lbs., hang your 
hammock with strength and ease. Available in Black.

Dimensions: 14’ x 1”

Weight: 9.4oz per set
Supports: 400lbs (200lbs per set strap)
MSRP: $44.99

BLACK

BIGGER.  STRONGER.  MORE COMPACT.  AND MADE IN AMERICA.
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Grand Trunk Expands Line of Travel Accessories in Bold New Colors

Lightweight, packable comfort for the stylish traveler and outdoor enthusiast

Salt Lake City, UT – (August 3, 2016) – Grand Trunk, makers of goods for the road, is excited to unveil an updated line of 
adventure travel accessories in refreshing new colors and prints at the 2016 Summer Outdoor Retailer show in this Au-
gust. The renewed collection of goods for the road is designed to make travel more convenient and enjoyable from airports 
and train stations, to trails and mountaintops, and will be available for customers beginning Fall 2016. 

Today’s international globetrotters demand products that are reliable, adaptable to varying climates and conditions, and 
aesthetically versatile. Grand Trunk provides well-designed, thoughtful travel gear for this expanding genre of consumer 
and now sets it sights on meeting the demands of stylish outdoor enthusiasts. 

The brand will now offer several of its best selling travel accessories in bold new colors that appeal to adventure travelers 
and “flashpackers.” Flashpackers are backpackers with a higher budget and typically place a greater emphasis on style 
when it comes to gear. They travel around the world like backpackers but usually have limited time, so gear and equip-
ment that makes travel more comfortable and convenient is especially appealing to this growing demographic.
“We travel to seek adventure or take some much needed time to relax, yet getting there is often another story,” notes Jon 
Neff, co-founder with Grand Trunk. “A few creature comforts along the way can make a world of difference, and our updat-
ed color offerings will get you there in style while you’re at it.”

Adjustable Travel Pillow 
Lightweight, machine washable travel pillow is now available in Bright Crimson and Peacock Green colorways with a 
unique print that stands out from ordinary tones. Packs neatly down into its own stuff sack and adjustable to your ideal 
level of comfort with just a cinch of the drawstring. Bring it backpacking or on the plane and wake up without a kink in 
your neck from sleeping on a balled up jacket. MSRP $25

Hooded Travel Pillow 
Plush, micro fleece hood and memory foam sets this neck pillow apart. Even a small amount of light can reset the body’s 
internal clock, so Grand Trunk developed an attached storable hood that covers your eyes and ears to ensure you get that 
much needed shut eye. Now in Bright Crimson and Peacock Green for the stylish globetrotter. MSRP $40

Tech Throw Travel Blanket 
Now in refreshing new colors Bright Crimson and Peacock Green, this lightweight, puffy blanket is perfect for the forev-
er-freezing traveler. When fully unfurled, it offers over 6’ x 3’ of soft, quilted synthetic insulation, but packs down to the 
size of a Nalgene bottle so it won’t take up a lot of space in your bag. The added cozy foot pocket keeps your feet protected 
and toes warm. A staple for cool weather camping, frigid airplanes, hostels or hotels with restricted thermostats. MSRP 
$80

Bamboo Travel Blanket
Silky smooth to the touch and easy on the eyes with fresh new colors in Green Peacock and Bright Crimson. Superior wick-
ing and ventilation keeps you feeling just right no matter how warm or cold it is in the airplane cabin. A cozy foot pocket 
provides added comfort when sleeping in an upright position. MSRP $60

For more information, please visit Grand Trunk at  2016 Summer Outdoor Retailer in booth #22009 or contact Seth 
Beiden
Dawn Patrol PR, 707.477.3906, seth@dawnpatrolpr.com. 
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T R A V E L  A C C E S S O R I E S

IN BOLD NEW COLORS.

a d j u s ta b l e
t r a V e l  P I l l O W

INTRODUCING OUR EXPANDED L INE OF TRAVEL ACCESSORIES IN REFRESHING AND BOLD NEW COLORS.

t e c h  t h r O W
t r a V e l  b l a N K e t

b a m b O O  b l e N d
t r a V e l  b l a N K e t

h O O d e d  N e c K
t r a V e l  P I l l O W

today’s international globetrotters demand products that are reliable, adaptable to 
varying climates and conditions, and aesthetically versatile.

DON’T SETTLE FOR THE STANDARD. DARE TO BE BOLD AND TRAVEL IN STYLE.

BRIGHT CRIMSONCOOL GRAYPEACOCK GREENEVERGREEN CAMO
(TRAVEL PILLOW ONLY)

Dimensions: 17” x 13”  

Weight: 11.5oz  

Features: Evergreen Camo, 
Compression Draw String

MSRP: $24.99

Dimensions: 11” x 11” x 4”   

Weight: 13oz 

Features: Also Available in 
Black, Storable Hood, Micro-
fleece and Memory Foam

MSRP: $39.99

Dimensions: 76” x 40” 

Weight: 19oz 

Features: Travel-friendly Stuff 
Sack, Cozy Foot Pocket  

MSRP: $59.99

Dimensions: 76” x 40”   

Weight: 21.5oz 

Features: 150g Micro-thermal 
Fill Insulation, Cozy Foot Pocket

MSRP: $79.99
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Seth Beiden

Dawn Patrol PR
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